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The MISSION of the Cleveland Stroke Club is
to enhance the lives of stroke survivors and
their families through support, fellowship and
socialization, education and advocacy.

The Cleveland Stroke Club was founded on the basic self-help concept. That is, stroke survivors and their
families banded together to exchange coping techniques for the many stroke-related problems they experience.
During the time of Covid: all of our meetings are on Zoom. If you want to attend, contact us and we will send you
a link and help you log-in. Contact Geri Pitts,
If you or a member of your family has had a stroke, we invite you to visit our meetings anytime. New members
and community professionals are always welcome. Both meetings have plenty of free handicap parking and are
fully wheelchair accessible. Our zoom schedule, newsletter, resource list, & papers are online:
www.clevelandstrokeclub.org
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Officers 5/2020-5/2021

By Geri Pitts

President

Thank you all for self-isolating yourselves as much as possible. These
extra steps you need to take are not easy, but you are willingly doing it
and you are staying healthy because of it. I hope we are keeping you busy with our
Zoom gatherings. A list of November’s Zoom meetings is on our website:
www.clevelandstrokeclub.org It’s been a good month since I last wrote an article for
the ReFocus. Here’s what we’ve done in October.
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We’ve had a Caregivers’ meeting (13 attended), a Survivors’ meeting (16 attended) and
a Lunch meeting (9 attended). Then we had a Game Night when we played Cleveland
Family Feud with 18 people attending. All people answered questions at least two
times, but these were the people with lots of knowledge about Cleveland: Linda Davis
and Shirley Patterson.
Then we had four BINGO nights with a combined attendance of 77. Kay Exl
continued to be the card shuffler and number drawer. We had help with calling the
numbers from Linda Davis, and Damon Smith. Winners for the month included: Raj
Saggar, Arlene Beinhardt, Joyce Levy, Peggy Price, Vinita Saggar, Vivien
Sekeres, Linda Davis, Michelle Staley, Bethany Chos, George Boroli. Our
Halloween BINGO night deserves a paragraph of its own.
I’m still on a high from last night’s Halloween BINGO. What a blast that night was.
Almost everyone showed up in some kind of disguise. John and Mary Pumper
presented an interactive version of “A History of Halloween” very skillfully using
technology Mary uses at school. It looked like a lot of work and we are grateful for
their help. Then we played a few games of BINGO. Bozo (Kay Exl) held up the
numbers while Skeleton (John Pumper) and Roadrunner (Linda Davis) called them.
These were the winners: Helen (Bethany Chos), Mr. Cow (Gary Mengay), Charles
Boone, The Scream (Vinita Saggar), Marilyn Monroe (Deena Barrett), Ms. Cookie
(Shirley Patterson), 9 Lives (Arlene Bienhardt).
We’re working on a December holiday night. I hope to see you several times before
that.

November Cleveland Stroke Club Zoom Meeting Calendar
Date

Meeting

Time

Regular Meeting Days

11/2
11/3
11/4
11/9
11/10
11/11
11/12
11/16
11/18
11/20
11/25

Caregiver
Special Board Meet
Bingo
iPhone Lesson
Board Meeting
Bingo
Game Night
Survivors
Bingo
Lunch
Bingo

6:30 – 8
4:00 -- 5
6: 30-8
7:00 -- 8
4:00 -- 5
6:30 -- 8
6:30 – 8
6:30 – 8
6:30 – 8
Noon – 2
6:30 – 8

1st Monday of every month
Every Wednesday
2nd Tuesday of every month
Every Wednesday
2nd Thursday of every month
3rd Monday of every month
Every Wednesday
3rd Friday of every month
Every Wednesday
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☼ 1 All Saints Day
☼ 1 Daylight Savings Time
☼
☼
☼
☼
☼
☼
☼
☼
☼

Ends
3 Election Day
11 Veterans Day
13 World Kindenss Day
14 Diwali
19 Int’l Men’s Day
21 Nat’l Stuffing Day
25 Nat’l Jukebox Day
26 Thanksgiving Day
29 Advent Begins

https://www.wincalendar.com/HolidayCalendar/November-2020

Patricia Albeny
Roberta Wallace
Bethany Chos
Bonnie Pastor
Fran Kemelhar
Dan Sekeres
Cathi Ellsworth
Kay Exl
Martin Hood

11/4
11/9
11/10
11/12
11/16
11/16
11/21
11/24
11/26

Linda & George Pfeffer
11/10/1979
Trudy & Martin Hood
11/20/1965
Arlene & John Beinhardt
11/25/1967
Kathy & Carl Wendorff
11/30/1996

We send our love and good
wishes to our members who
are on-the-mend:
Brian Barrett, Don Broge,
Gary Eilrich, Dion Howells,
Bobby Jones, Lurethia Jones,
and Tony and Char Starec.
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We extend our deepest sympathy to Nancy V. who suddenly lost her dear brother,
William James Walker II, in October. He had 3 boys 1 daughter and 6 grand kids.
He nicknamed Nancy, Nancyland, because of her great personality.
Nancy, we are so sorry. We are here for you.

We extend our deepest sympathy to George who lost his beloved
wife, Jacky, in September. Jacky had lung cancer that had quickly
spread in September. Jacky was 70 and she was laid to rest on
George’s 90th birthday. She did not tell anyone about her cancer,
and she did not want a service. Jacky and George were married on
December 15, 1975. George and Jacky met when George was a bus driver for RTA
and Jacky was a regular commuter. George said, “She was my everything.”
Jacky and George joined the Stroke Club and Speak Easy in 2008, along with Deb
and Roger. George and Roger met in Euclid Hospital’s Neuro-Day program--a
couple of months after their strokes. One day, while Jacky was delivering lunch to
George, she passed Roger in the hall taking his first steps flanked by therapists
while Deb was following--tears silently flowing. Jacky threw her arm around Deb
and said, “My husband just took his first steps also; I know exactly how you are
feeling.” And their bond was sealed by compassion and tears. Together the couples
joined Break Out Fitness, Speak Easy, the Stroke Club, Balance Solutions, Center
for Stroke and Hand Recovery, NEO-Act groups, Metrohealth Stroke Conference,
and Metrohealth’s arm and hand research studies. The Stroke Resource List (on
www.clevelandstrokeclub.org ) grew out of their friendship and their efforts to
open doors for all stroke survivors and their families.
Jacky and George were regulars for many years at Stroke Club and Speak Easy
meetings. In more recent years, their activities slowed because of health issues and
because Jacky also became the primary caregiver of her sister (who passed away in
August). Even then, George and Jacky continued to regularly attend the Caregiver
Meetings, the Picnics, the Holiday Dinners, Luncheons, and the Anniversary
Dinners until we stopped meeting in person due to Covid.
George, we are so very, very sorry. We all miss her dearly and we will never
forget her. We are here for you.
George recently found Jacky’s cell phone and started reaching out to their friends.
George is currently living at home with the assistance of
a caregiver and friends and family.
George is accepting phone calls and visitors—call first.
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By Linda Davis
I just want to thank everyone who been making are zoom meetings highly successful and fun.
Especially at our Halloween bingo! I started watching the video (posted on www.clevelandstrokeclub.org) but I
couldn't play it all because I was laughing so hard. Thank you, John Pumper for giving us the history of
Halloween and thank you, Mary Pumper, for your technical support. It was a superb, fun, and interactive
presentation! Below are our scary good Bingo players!
The weather is changing fast, so if you go out please stay warm. Frank Nisenboum has kindly offered to teach us a
class on “How to use the iPhone” on November 9th in Zoom. Geri will be sending out an email with all the
information soon. We will record the meeting; in case you miss it.

CHSC’s NEO-ACT (Northeast Ohio Adults Communicating Together) programs continue to be offered during
the COVID-19 pandemic remotely via the Zoom including: Book Club and Adult Communication Group.
For more information or to sign up, please contact Rebecca Mental at rmental@chsc.org/
Jean Nisenboum is hosting Speak Easy on Zoom. For more information, contact her at: jmn13@case.edu
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Our October Zoom Survivor Meeting. Jean Nisenboum kindly facilitated the meeting. We are so happy that our
group is growing. We welcomed a new member, Brian Dempsey. Jean presented a rough draft of our new
“Survivor’s Tip Sheet: By and For Survivors.” Our members had many additions and suggestions. In the
meantime, Brian gave us his perspective, as a new survivor. We were all proud of our revised draft. Thanks, Jean.

October Zoom Caregiver Meeting was facilitated by Geri Pitts, Sue Sheridan, and Joanne Bergole. Sue began by
asking our nursing student if she had any questions. Christine said, “I’ve been wondering why caregivers don’t talk
about the onset of the stroke. Each of the caregivers said the onset was harrowing but there really was no
preparation to come home. The first year post stroke is the worst and then things get better. Later, our members
discussed their own health issues (hospitalizations) and concerns about their loved ones in nursing homes.
Mary
found out
how
nursing
home
residents could
vote and
we posted it
on our
Website.
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Game Night: Family Feud! AND BOY DID WE FEUD! The theme this this month was Cleveland locations:
streets, parks, shopping malls, etc. Oh, my goodness, we look happy but we wanted to throw those one hundred
voters out the window! This was our second game night and we were twice as rowdy! We look nice but feathers
were flying!

October Zoom Luncheon. Our luncheon was pretty fun. We talked a lot about the changing seasons: fall
migration, fall home maintenance, recipes, and good paprika! Oh my goodness, we have so many ideas how to
hunker down and enjoy our own space and our own homes.
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By Chris Vuyancih
This is a reprint of an article written by Josh Whitelaw, School-based Therapeutic Behavioral Services
(TBS), Ravenwood Health. I work at Ravenwood. I thought it was good. Hope it helps.
***********************************************************************************
The Coronavirus Pandemic is an experience that no one on this Earth has ever had the misfortune to come across.
We are in the midst of a remarkable point in human history. We have never seen such an unprecedented pandemic,
and unfortunately it does not stop there. Just as there are side effects to the actual illness there are also side effects to
the pandemic situation. We have seen economic hardship, social isolation, lack of motivation, and extreme
adaptations taken just to live a normal life. I used to leave the house thinking, “do I have my wallet, my phone, my
keys?” Now I leave with a checklist of, “do I have my wallet, my phone, my keys, my mask, my gloves, my hand
sanitizer and my backup mask?” Anyone else feel like they’re bringing their airline carry-on bag with them into the
car?
Let’s not forget the ambiguity around the situation, which has made it that much more difficult for us all to attempt
any sort of coping strategies for ourselves or others. How are we supposed to take care of ourselves when the
information on hand changes daily?
In short, the coronavirus pandemic, and the “symptoms” of it, can be called stressors. Stressors, whether defined or
undefined, affect everyone in their own individual and unique ways. In addition, stressors are either positive or
negative, but our perception of the stressor is what gives meaning to it. For an example, a broken leg, could at first
be perceived to be a negative stressor. How are you going to work? How are you going to grocery shop, or cook for
that matter? Simple tasks, like those when getting ready in the morning, will now have to be evaluated and adapted.
However, taking a deep breath, counting to ten, you can see the positives start to shine in your mind. You may now
have to work from home, which will be a struggle, but could give you a much needed break from a long commute,
therefore allowing you to catch up on a little bit of sleep. You may now have more time to spend with those that you
love. Maybe friends or family are offering to help take care of you and as vulnerable as that can be, you can see how
it will build you relationship with him or her. Building those positive perceptions into every day struggles is just one
thing that helps us utilize a more positive perception.
However, the issue with this particular stressor is that it is incredibly hard to view the pandemic in any positive
light. Our minds are filled with statistics of death and infection rates. We see hurt and broken people who are living
through hard stress that this virus has caused or have lost loved ones in a battle with COVID. We need to
collectively understand that we all are going through this in our own personal headspace. Some of us will be able to
carry on with our lives with our “essential jobs,” while others will lose their income because they had to be let go.
Some of us will be able to come out of this having never gotten sick, while others will have to say goodbye to their
loved ones. No matter what your situation, we need to recognize one thing: all of us are being mentally affected by
this virus.
Keeping this in mind, I find it to be of the upmost importance to continue last month’s nationally recognized
conversation of Suicide Awareness. The recent pandemic has sparked research throughout the nation in the hopes
that we may be proactive in suicide prevention. I would like to point out some of the suicide warning signs and ways
to cope with negative feelings. This is one of the hardest topics to discuss but increasing awareness can build your
confidence in offering your help to another, or, maybe, increase your confidence to ask for help when you need it.
Continued on the next page
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Suicide Warning SignsTalking about: killing themselves, hopelessness, having no reason to live, feeling trapped, and feeling lost.
Behavior: increased use of drugs or alcohol; looking, or searching, for ways to end their lives;
isolating themselves; withdrawing from friends or activities; and visiting or calling people to say goodbye.
Mood: depression, anxiety, loss of interest, irritability and relief/sudden improvement.
Ways to Cope:
• Take care of your emotional health – this may seem a given, but the pandemic has made this an increasingly
difficult feat to pursue. Take the time to do the things that you love and make you happy. Seek out professional help
if you see yourself or someone you know in these warning signs.
• Take breaks from the news – there are sometimes that I will read the newspaper or watch TV and have to just take
a break to mentally recharge myself. Remember, the news reports what is given to them and unfortunately in our
politically charged climate, the news leans into drama. Take time to touch base with reality. If the news makes you
feel anxious, go outside and practice centering yourself. Try this activity whenever you feel anxious: name 5 things
you can see, touch and hear.
• Take care of your body – Your body and mind are so interconnected that scientist nowadays still have no idea of
all the wonderful and intricate happenings that go on just inside of us. Taking care of yourself
[clevnet.overdrive.com] by going on a daily walk or creating a meal plan with another person are just a couple of
ways that you can enjoy better physical and mental health.
• Connect with others – Connection is key. Meet with your friends and family and enjoy their company. If you have
a significant other, I highly recommend seeking one another’s love language and meeting those for each other. Not
only will it yield great conversation and memories, but your mind will learn to love and be loved. Remember, if you
notice one of your friends or loved ones starting to withdrawal, take the time to connect with them and check on
how they are doing.
We are all going through this historical time in our own ways, but we are going through it together. If you or a loved
one is displaying the warning signs of suicide, call the National Suicide Prevention Lifeline listed below this
paragraph. I will leave you with the words that my boss constantly speaks to me and the other workers of our
company: Self-care is a requirement, not a luxury.
24/7/365 local COPELINE: 440-285-5665
National Suicide Prevention Lifeline: 800-273-8255
Josh is currently reading: The Mind-Gut Connection [search.clevnet.org]: How the hidden conversation within our
bodies impacts our mood, our choices, and our overall health.
References:
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/daily-life-coping/managing-stress-anxiety.html [www.cdc.gov]
https://www.apa.org/advocacy/suicide-prevention [www.apa.org]
https://afsp.org/risk-factors-and-warning-signs [afsp.org]
If you’d like to submit a blog entry, let me know! For inspiration, check out this link to review all of our past
entries: #MentalHealthMatters [divi.geaugalibrary.net]
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By Damon Smith
I found a great article about changing the movie theater experience. The article is too long to reprint
here, but I’ll give you a few quotes and then you can follow the link and read the entire article.
The Contrarian: It's time for movie theaters to die so movies can live again.
• “Movies are one of the best things to have happened to the human race…”
• “But over the last two decades or so, the movie-going experience has been degraded by turns, both in terms
of the physical reality of packing hundreds of people into a shared experience with a world of increasing
distractions, and in the quality of the “blockbuster” fare being peddled by studios.”
• “Watching at home can not only be AS GOOD as watching in a theater — it can BE BETTER …”
• “There are times when you want that shared experience, but as companies like Amazon and Disney start
to explore [www.inputmag.com] group watching [www.inputmag.com],”
• “Maybe it’s really time to think about how we get first-run movies direct to the consumer, in a way that’s
good for studios and good for film lovers.”
https://www.inputmag.com/culture/its-time-for-movie-theaters-to-die-so-movies-can-live-again/amp

Bobby “Boris” Pickett (and the Crypt Kickers 5)

By Joe Brady

“Monster Mash”
By Bobby Pickett and Leonard Capizzi
Robert Pickett was born in Massachusetts in 1938. Throughout his career he was an accomplished singer, actor,
comedian, and songwriter but his claim to fame is “Monster Mash.” His song is a One Hit Wonder, but it is played
every year during the Halloween season. Perhaps his best one liner toward the end of the song is “Whatever
happened to the Transylvania twist?”
By Bonnie Morris
Remember Geauga County Public Library has temporarily relocated our Bainbridge Branch to the
Gardiner Center, 9421 Bainbridge Road. Hours of operation are Monday – Friday, 9-5. For updates
on all GCPL events and activities go to www.geaugaLibrary.net . See our Website for more
information about our Stay at Home and Read Fundraiser and our Virtual Fall Programming.
By Roger Gulbranson, Ph.D.
I plan to brew this weekend, the first weekend of Nov. I’m making Kwak Belgium beer. I have made
it before.
“The original brewer of this ale was Pauwel (Paul) Kwak, an innkeeper. Many of his
customers came on horseback and stopped to feed and water their horses. Mr. Kwak would bring his
beer out to them in them in a 12-ounce glass with a rounded bottom so it would fit into their stirrup.
These days this special glass is supported in a wooden bracket so that it can be placed securely on a bar counter.
The glass comes in three sizes: foot, half yard, and yard. It takes practice to drink out of these glasses, as the last
few sips are very tricky. Kwak is a true coachman’s beer.” Source: Clone Brews. Recipes for 200 Commercial
Beers by Tess and Mark Szamatulski.
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By Pat Hill, MBA

People who fit this description are more likely to die from COVID-19 than any other group in the country. They are perishing
quietly, out of sight, in homes and apartment buildings, senior housing complexes, nursing homes and hospitals,
disproportionately poor, frail and ill, after enduring a lifetime of racism and its attendant adverse health effects. Yet, older Black
Americans have received little attention as protesters proclaim that Black Lives Matter and experts churn out studies about the
coronavirus. "People are talking about the race disparity in COVID deaths, they're talking about the age disparity, but they're not
talking about how race and age disparities interact: They're not talking about older black adults," said Robert Joseph Taylor, director
of the Program for Research on Black Americans at the University of Michigan's Institute for Social Research.
A KHN analysis of data from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention underscores the extent of their vulnerability. It found
that African Americans ages 65 to 74 died of COVID-19 five times as often as whites. In the 75-to-84 group, the death rate for
Blacks was 3½ times greater. Among those 85 and older, Blacks died twice as often. In all three age groups, death rates for Hispanics
were higher than whites but lower than Blacks. (The gap between Blacks and whites narrows over time because advanced age, itself,
becomes an increasingly important, shared risk. Altogether, 80% of COVID-19 deaths are among people 65 and older.) The data
comes from the week that ended Feb. 1 through Aug. 8. Although breakdowns by race and age were not consistently reported, it is
the best information available.
Mistrustful of Outsiders
Social and economic disadvantage, reinforced by racism, plays a significant part in unequal outcomes. Throughout their lives, Blacks
have poorer access to health care and receive services of lower quality than does the general population. Starting in middle age, the
toll becomes evident: more chronic medical conditions, which worsen over time, and earlier deaths. Several conditions — diabetes,
chronic kidney disease, obesity, heart failure and pulmonary hypertension, among others — put older Blacks at heightened risk of
becoming seriously ill and dying from COVID-19. Yet many vulnerable Black seniors are deeply distrustful of government and
health care institutions, complicating efforts to mitigate the pandemic's impact.
The infamous Tuskegee syphilis study — in which African American participants in Alabama were not treated for their disease —
remains a shocking, indelible example of racist medical experimentation. Just as important, the lifelong experience of racism in
health care settings — symptoms discounted, needed treatments not given — leaves psychic scars.
In Seattle, Catholic Community Services sponsors the African American Elders Program, which serves nearly 400 frail homebound
seniors each year. "A lot of Black elders in this area migrated from the South a long time ago and were victims of a lot of racist
practices growing up," said Margaret Boddie, 77, who directs the program. "With the pandemic, they're fearful of outsiders coming
in and trying to tell them how to think and how to be. They think they're being targeted. There's a lot of paranoia." "They won't open
the door to people they don't know, even to talk," complicating efforts to send in social workers or nurses to provide assistance,
Boddie said.
In Los Angeles, Karen Lincoln directs Advocates for African American Elders and is an associate professor of social work at the
University of Southern California. "Health literacy is a big issue in the older African American population because of how people
were educated when they were young," she said. "My maternal grandmother, she had a third-grade education. My grandfather, he
made it to the fifth grade. For many people, understanding the information that's put out, especially when it changes so often and
people don't really understand why, is a challenge."
What this population needs, Lincoln suggested, is "help from people who they can relate to" — ideally, a cadre of African American
community health workers. With suspicion running high, older Blacks are keeping to themselves and avoiding health care providers.
"Testing? I know only of maybe two people who've been tested," said Mardell Reed, 80, who lives in Pasadena, California, and
volunteers with Lincoln's program. "Taking a vaccine [for the coronavirus]? That is just not going to happen with most of the people
I know. They don't trust it and I don't trust it." Reed has high blood pressure, anemia, arthritis, and thyroid and kidney disease, all
fairly well controlled. She rarely goes outside because of COVID-19. "I'm just afraid of being around people," she admitted.

(Continued on the next page.)
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Mardell Reed says she knows only a couple of people who have been tested for COVID-19. "That is just not going to happen with
most of the people I know," says Reed. "They don't trust it and I don't trust it." Other factors contribute to the heightened risk for
older Blacks during the pandemic. They have fewer financial resources to draw upon and fewer community assets (such as grocery
stores, pharmacies, transportation, community organizations that provide aging services) to rely on in times of adversity. And
housing circumstances can contribute to the risk of infection.
In Chicago, Gilbert James, 78, lives in a 27-floor senior housing building, with 10 apartments on each floor. But only two of the
building's three elevators are operational at any time. Despite a "two-person-per-elevator policy," people crowd onto the elevators,
making it difficult to maintain social distance. "The building doesn't keep us updated on how they're keeping things clean or
whether people have gotten sick or died" of COVID-19, James said. Nationally, there are no efforts to track COVID-19 in lowincome senior housing and little guidance about necessary infection control.
Large numbers of older Blacks also live in intergenerational households, where other adults, many of them essential workers, come
and go for work, risking exposure to the coronavirus. As children return to school, they, too, are potential vectors of infection.
'Striving Yet Never Arriving'
In recent years, the American Psychological Association has called attention to the impact of racism-related stress in older African
Americans — yet another source of vulnerability. This toxic stress, revived each time racism becomes manifest, has deleterious
consequences to physical and mental health. Even racist acts committed against others can be a significant stressor.
"This older generation went through the civil rights movement. Desegregation. Their kids went through busing. They grew up with a
knee on their neck, as it were," said Keith Whitfield, provost at Wayne State University and an expert on aging in African
Americans. "For them, it was an ongoing battle, striving yet never arriving. But there's also a lot of resilience that we shouldn't
underestimate." This year, for some elders, violence against Blacks and COVID-19's heavy toll on African American communities
have been painful triggers. "The level of stress has definitely increased," Lincoln said. During ordinary times, families and churches
are essential supports, providing practical assistance and emotional nurturing. But during the pandemic, many older Blacks have
been isolated.
In her capacity as a volunteer, Reed has been phoning Los Angeles seniors. "For some of them, I'm the first person they've talked to
in two to three days. They talk about how they don't have anyone. I never knew there were so many African American elders who
never married and don't have children," she said.
Mardell Reed says she no longer goes outside because of COVID-19, except under rare occasions. "I'm just afraid of being around
people," she says. Meanwhile, social networks that keep elders feeling connected to other people are weakening. "What is
especially difficult for elders is the disruption of extended support networks, such as neighbors or the people they see at church,"
said Taylor, of the University of Michigan. "Those are the 'Hey, how are you doing? How are your kids? Anything you need?'
interactions. That type of caring is very comforting and it's now missing."
In Brooklyn, New York, Barbara Apparicio, 77, has been having Bible discussions with a group of church friends on the phone each
weekend. Apparicio is a breast cancer survivor who had a stroke in 2012 and walks with a cane. Her son and his family live in an
upstairs apartment, but she does not see him much. "The hardest part for me [during this pandemic] has been not being able to go out
to do the things I like to do and see people I normally see," she said.
In Atlanta, Celestine Bray Bottoms, 83, who lives on her own in an affordable senior housing community, is relying on her faith to
pull her through what has been an exceedingly difficult time. Bottoms was hospitalized with chest pains in August — a problem that
persists. She receives dialysis three times a week and has survived leukemia. "I don't like the way the world is going. Right now, it's
awful," she said. "But every morning when I wake up, the first thing I do is thank the Lord for another day. I have a strong faith and
I feel blessed because I'm still alive. And I'm doing everything I can not to get this virus because I want to be here a while longer."
Submitted by Pat Hill, 216-570-9236, pthmba@att.net
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By Kathy Wendorff
Final maps will be presented to RTA board trustees December 1. Proposed changes by area are outlined
below. Go to http://www.riderta.com/nextgen for frequency details.
 To comment in writing go to: http://www.riderta.com/nextgen#changes
 To call RTA to ask questions or express your opinion, call: 216-621-9500
 To access public information sessions on Facebook:
https://www.facebook.com/riderta/events/?ref=page_internal

Main Features – Downtown:
 No buses on Prospect
 Frequent service on St. Clair, Superior, Euclid
 Frequent service across Detroit-Superior Bridge
 Most West Side routes end near Public Sq.
Main Features – Near East Side of Cleveland:
 No buses on E. 55, E. 79, E. 123/125, Cedar, Buckeye
 Frequent service on St. Clair, Superior, Euclid, Kinsman, E. 105
 Double frequency on Payne-Hough
 Extend Payne-Hough route to jobs on Mayfield
 Extend Quincy route to suburban jobs on Cedar Rd
 7-day service on E. 116
Main Features – Northeast Side of Cleveland:
 Connect to jobs, education, health care at Univ. Circle
 No buses north of St. Clair on E. 105 (Route #10)
 #10 to travel northeast via St. Clair, E. 140, Lakeshore
 #1 St. Clair to end at E. 153 (Collinwood High)
 New #31 links outer St. Clair to Windermere
 #30 replaced by #10 and #31
 #39 (downtown) to operate only during rush hours
Main Features – Southeast Side of Cleveland:
 Connect to Richmond/Harvard jobs, education, health care
 All trips on #15 follow main route, none via Walden-Union
 Direct link to Richmond-Harvard (Tri-C East, Ahuja, Harvard Park) from #14 Kinsman, #15 Harvard (all
trips), #19 Miles
Main Features – West Side of Cleveland:
 Lakeview Terrace residents walk to Detroit Ave
 Tremont-West residents gain 24/7 service (vs. 5-day)
 Frequent service on Detroit, W.25, Lorain
 Improved frequency on #78 W. 117, Bellaire, Puritas
 Extend #22 Lorain to Fairview Hosp, Westgate Transit Ctr
 Extend #26 Detroit to jobs in Westlake
 Extend #55 Clifton to jobs in North Olmsted
 Reduce service on Storer
 Add service on Clark & W.65 & Madison
 More areas gain direct service to Steelyard Commons
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By Brenda Koos
(Use every letter and word only once.)

Pumpkin
Turban
Acorn
Crookneck
Spaghetti
Greenbutton
Maxima
Kiszombori
Trombone
Wildsippe

Cucurbita
Kabocha
Butternut
Calabaza
Muscat
Pepo
Golias
Queensland

We make our own puzzles here:

http://puzzlemaker.discoveryeducation.com/WordSearchSetupForm.asp

We asked our members to help us find safe places to walk and exercise indoors. We are publishing the list on our
Website (www.clevelandstrokeclub.org/covid-coping). We are calling each city hall to find neighborhood
walking spaces. Let Deb or Geri know if you find a good place to walk or exercise indoors, so we can add it.
☼ Nellie found out that Beachwood Mall is open at 10AM for walkers (an hour before shops open).
☼ Great Lakes Mall is taking extra precautions, disinfecting several times a day. Starting Nov. 1, they are
expanding their hours: Monday-Saturday 11:00 am - 8:00 pm and Sunday 11:00 am - 6:00 pm.
☼ Bonnie walks extra steps when she is at Walmart and at grocery stores.
☼ As far as we can tell, all the YMCA’s are open. You must be a member and you can join with Silver
Sneakers. Each YMCA has scheduling and distancing rules.
☼ Lake Health System Gym (membership is $55/mo.). Visit: https://lakehealth.org/Locations/BrunnerSanden-Deitrick-Wellness-Campus/LiveHealthy or call: (440) 255-6400
☼ Racket Ball Club on Heisley Rd. (membership starts at $50/mo.) Visit: http://mentorheisleyfitness.com/
or call (440) 639-2582.
☼ Independence Community Center is open for Independence residents only.

Linda Davis at the Woman’s March in Oct.

Gary & Paulette Mengay enjoyed fall colors at Punderson State Park

